
 

 Master Distributor

“Being an MD of CLI is a joy and a blessing. Their 
science-based, award-winning PCMK™  methodologies
are profoundly transformational and therefore our 
clients elevate their performance at home and at work
in a fast and effective way, with ease and fun. The 
support I got from CLI’s team to build the MD in 
Romania was beyond any expectations. Their love,
dedication and positive attitude reach far beyond the
current business practices into what could be the 
business culture of the future, one where all involved
are honoured and nurtured while enriching their lives
both personally and professionally.”

~ Ramona Lacatus, President and CEO, CLI-Romania

Talk to us and

as a CLI

Leading Change with Logic and Heart
Coaching and Leadership Solutions

Coaching and Leadership
I n t e r n a t i o n a l  I n c.



Clients tell us that our teams of certified Coaches and Trainers are the Masters of changing unconstructive
habits and behaviours into positive ones faster and more effectively than anyone they know. The proof is in

the results. With great pleasure we welcome you to bring this same lasting change to your clients for a
better life at home and at work.

Master Distributors Prosper with
a Quick & Sustainable ROI   

Join The CLI Master Distributor Network. Here’s how we help you prosper:

Betska K-Burr & John Burr 
Co-Presidents 

CLI supports your training 
until you are certified which 
means you are immediately 
open for more business! 

CLI’s products and services 
are unique and easy to  
differentiate from the  
competition.  

Your license includes the 
ability to sell Gold, Silver 
and Diamond licenses for 
greater market reach. 

Monthly Global Leadership 
Team Meetings with other 
Master Distributors for 
idea sharing and support. 

Our turn-key programs allow 
you to fast track service to 
your clients which means 
more profits sooner. 

Caring, compassionate  
leadership from the  
seasoned Co-Presidents.  
You can rely on us.  

The Missing Piece
Mind-Kinetics®

Traditional training programs in areas such as
leadership, sales excellence and life balance have
rarely provided the permanent results that clients
require.

As a Master Distributor, you will bring something
uniquely different and powerful to your clients.
Years of CLI research and development have
yielded the secret to permanently changing 
behaviours to maximize results for individuals 
and whole corporations alike.

The secret, the magic, is called Mind-Kinetics®.

We believe so much in the power of these tools
that we guarantee the results  to our own direct
clients. As a Master Distributor, you too can offer
the same no-risk guarantee to your clients.

1.  Bilateral thinking - the ability to switch easily between 
      left and right hemispheres for ultimate clarity.

2.  A physiological shift readily yields innovative solutions.

3.  New positive belief systems are anchored to produce
     permanent positive change.

4.  The root causes of our inability to achieve the life
     success we deserve are discovered and eliminated.

5.  The Universal Laws of Human Behaviour and 75+ 
     values of humanity inspire a noble life of courage and 
     faith in self. . .

6.  One body, mind and spirit rejuvenate to bring peace of 
     mind.

Some High Performance Features
of Mind-Kinetics®

You have to experience it to believe it.
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Key Features of Your DistributorshipWho you are

Your 5 Pillars for
Incredible Business Success

You will have an exclusive Territory;
You will run your own business therefore success 
is in your hands;
Fast start-up when CLI-Global provides 
Instructors before yours are trained;
You will earn revenue quickly because 
you keep a large percentage of the revenue you 
generate;
You will receive a large discounted rate for your 
training;
200 hours of  Professional Services from 
CLI-Global and seasoned Master Distributors;
To quickly expand your markets, you can sell gold, 
silver and diamond licenses within your territory.

You are an established Training and 
Consulting company with a significant 
database;
You have an excellent reputation for 
delivering exemplary customer service;
You are committed to raising conscious 
awareness;
You would welcome lucrative business 
units to your company’s offerings;
You already have a strong team of 
Trainers, Consultants, Sales and 
Admin Personnel (maybe even Coaches).
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CLI offers Master Distributors
Extraordinary Support 

The CLI Story - Who we are 

C

200 hours of
Professional Services

over 3 years
Professional

Materials: manuals,
books, assessments

etc.

80+ award-winning
coaching and

leadership
methodologies

ROI study
proving high ROI %

change in leadership
competencies

CLI’s robust R & D
provides you with
newer and better

products and services

On-going private
Executive Coaching
for MD’s Leadership

Team

Learning resources
are ready for mass-
market distribution

CLI-Global
Instructors train your

Clients until you
develop your own

        oaching  and  Leadership International Inc. began in
         1991 as a coaching, consulting and training company.
        In 1995,  it became obvious to CLI that training and
coaching  needed  a  paradigm  shift  in order to raise the bar 
and give clients a much higher level of results.

CLI, propelled by this need, has researched and developed
dozens of award-winning  thinking  tools  which  move clients 
into a realm of greater prosperity in all areas of life.

CLI develops these ground-breaking tools and programs and 
tests them in the market place. We are now giving other
organizations like you the opportunity to bring astonishing
results to families, corporations and individuals around the
world.

Our clients tell us that we are The Masters of changing
unconstructive habits and behaviours into positive ones
faster and more effectively than anyone they know.

At the end of the day, we know that we have assisted many
in achieving their dream of greater success, joy and peace of
mind. And, this makes our lives truly meaningful.

We extend a warm welcome to you to join our team of
professionals who work tirelessly to make this world a
more positive place to live and work.

Visit us at: www.CoachingAndLeadership.com
Tel. +1 250 924-4545  Email us at: sales@CoachingAndLeadership.com
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Extraordinary Support
is assured by
Co-Presidents
Betska K-Burr
& John Burr


